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SINGAPORE:  Singapore said yesterday it was
planning for a deep recession due to the coron-
avirus pandemic as its economy suffered the worst
contraction in a decade in the first quarter, rein-
forcing fears global activity will slump sharply this
year. Singapore is among the world’s most open
economies and one of the first to report growth
data since the virus spread from China earlier this
year, portending more pain for other countries as
they impose increasingly strict anti-virus measures.

Even though Singa-
pore has so far avoided
the lockdowns seen in
other nations, its economy
still shrank 2.2 percent in
the first quarter from a
year earlier, with heavy
hits to services, construc-
tion and manufacturing,
preliminary readings from
trade ministry showed.

The small Southeast Asian city-state is a major
financial center and port, making it a bellwether for
global trade, and is a popular tourist destination.
The contraction was the biggest since the 2009 fi-
nancial crisis and was below economists’ expecta-
tions for a 1.5 percent decline. On a quarterly basis,
gross domestic product (GDP) shrank 10.6 percent,
the lowest since 2010 and below expectations for
a 6.3 percent decline. The data prompted the trade

ministry to cut its 2020 GDP forecast range to -4
percent to -1 percent, from a previous range of -
0.5 percent to 1.5 percent, and firmed up investors’
bets for imminent fiscal and monetary stimulus.
“This could well be the worst recession ever on
record for Singapore,” said Irvin Seah, senior
economist at Singapore’s biggest bank DBS, pre-
dicting a 2.8 percent full-year contraction.

Economists polled by Reuters last week showed
more than three-quarters believed the global econ-

omy is already in reces-
sion as the virus continues
to spread, ending the
longest expansion on
record. Highlighting the
suddenness and severity
of the shock, separate data
yesterday showed Singa-
pore’s industrial output
plunged 22.3 percent in
February from the previ-

ous month - the biggest contraction in official
records going back to 1983, and far more than a
forecast 11.5 percent fall.

Just weeks after announcing multi-billion dollar
schemes to offset the impact of the outbreak on
businesses and households in its annual budget, the
finance ministry is set to announce more relief
packages later. The Monetary Authority of Singa-
pore (MAS), meanwhile, has brought forward its

semi-annual monetary policy statement to Monday,
March 30, and many economists are expecting
drastic easing not seen since the financial crisis as
global central banks pull out all the stops. “The ex-
tent of the first two months already tells you...how
bad it is going to get,” said Selena Ling, head of
treasury research and strategy at OCBC Bank.

“The likelihood is that they will bring out a

very big bazooka this afternoon, and come next
Monday, MAS will also do what’s necessary.” Sin-
gapore has been battling the virus outbreak which
has killed more than 21,000 globally since mid-
January. It has seen a surge in mainly-imported
infections in recent days, prompting it to order the
closure of bars, discos, and cinemas and limit
gatherings. —Reuters

Singapore signals deep recession for 
world as COVID-19 batters economy

Major fiscal, monetary stimulus expected

SINGAPORE: People walking near commercial buildings in the central business district in Singapore. Singapore’s
economy, a bellwether for trade-reliant Asian countries, suffered its worst contraction since the global financial
crisis in the first quarter as the coronavirus pandemic escalated, official data showed yesterday.—AFP

IMF approves $1.3bn
aid for Jordan
WASHINGTON:  The IMF on Wednesday approved a $1.3
billion aid plan for Jordan, made all the more necessary by the
global coronavirus pandemic. The program was initially an-
nounced at the end of January before the novel virus rocked
the world’s economy.

“Changes were made to the program to support unbud-
geted spending covering emergency outlays and medical
supplies and equipment,” the IMF said in a statement.

“If the impact of the outbreak is deep enough to put at
risk program objectives, the program will be adapted further
to the changed circumstances, upon reaching understandings
with the authorities,” the statement added. Jordan will imme-
diately receive a first tranche of about $140 million. The rest
will be dispensed over the rest of the program, subject to
eight program reviews. In addition to funds for combatting
the pandemic, the program also provides for structural re-
forms including lowering the price of electricity for businesses
and facilitating youth employment.

Jordan, whose stability is considered central to that of the
entire region, is one of the most important countries that re-
ceives foreign aid, including from the United States. The Mid-
dle Eastern nation has also long benefitted from IMF aid
programs in exchange for reforms. —AFP

Investors look to 
2008 for guidance 
LONDON:  Investment banks are dusting off models from the 2008 financial
crisis to gauge the right time to buy back into stock markets that have
plunged 30 percent from their February record highs because of the coron-
virus crisis. That inflection point is not easy to model when the virus is still
spreading rapidly across Europe and the United States.

But the US government’s $2 trillion in fiscal stimulus, coming on top of
unprecedented measures from the US Federal Reserve and other central
banks on Tuesday triggered one of the sharpest global equity market rallies
in decades. Wall Street’s so-called fear gauge, the Cboe Volatility Index has
also fallen from its highs. For some, the signals for a reversal are in place.

Veteran investor Bill Ackman told investors in his listed Pershing fund he
had turned increasingly positive on stocks and credit, and taken off hedges
he put in place in early March when markets first started cratering. He said
Pershing was “redeploying our capital in companies we love at bargain prices
that are built to withstand this crisis”.

Goldman Sachs’ view was that this week’s record stock market rally
had been led by “underweight” sectors, suggesting many funds had been
covering short positions. Indeed, energy, travel and auto stocks were Tues-
day’s biggest gainers.

At Morgan Stanley, Andrew Sheets, head of cross-asset strategy, said in
these situations, including in 2008, markets often trough well before the crisis
actually ends.

From the 2008 trough there followed a decade of stunning gains that
added more than $25 trillion to global equity value. “(The market) won’t need
to see a peak in US (COVID) cases, it just needs to see some confirmation of
the path and it nees to be happy with the path,” Sheets said.

But so far he remains underweight credit and has only marginally upped
equity exposure.

Getting it right 
JPMorgan says there is more than one way of measuring it, especially

given the unique nature of the crisis which hit the real economy first, with fi-
nancial markets following. John Normand, JPM’s head of cross-asset strategy
said one model suggested now is the time to re-enter-a quarter before a re-
cession is likely to end. His view is that the coronavirus-induced recession
will be “undoubtedly deep but also possibly the shortest-ever.”

Normand also said investors could wait for “green shoots” or evidence
of an actual upturn-reflected in a trough for JPMorgan’s global Purchasing
Managers Index. A third, valuation-based model triggers a “Buy” signal when
risk-premia across several asset classes fall to certain “deep value” thresh-
olds. Norman said the latter two models were not yet signalling it was time
to buy. Notably, U.S. and European stock valuations based on a 12-month
forward price-to-earnings ratios now have dipped well below historical av-
erages, according to Refinitiv data. Meanwhile, credit markets are still sending
out distress signals-yields on junk-rated US bonds are around 10 percent
currently compared to 6 percent a month ago, meaning many companies
may find it hard to service debt.

In Europe, an index of European credit default swaps, that measure the
default risk of a basket of sub-investment grade companies, is off its peaks
but remains elevated at around 520 basis points, almost double end-February
levels. The volatility index’s (VIX) 30 percent drop from recent peaks is a
clear positive for riskier assets. But if 2008 is any guide, its decline may not
yet signal the market trough. In 2008, the VIX retreated from highs in Octo-
ber, but markets took another five months to bottom out.

The recession in 2008 was a long one-some economists reckon this time
a turnaround in global growth will come by the third quarter. Yet some also
warn that markets are only now coming to grips with how severe a potential
downturn could be. —Reuters

Biggest GDP 
contraction 
in a decade


